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Introduction

First of all, I would like to point out what this book is not. It is not
a systematic and extensive study about all the legal matters concerning
insurance in Spain. It is not a doctrinal essay about mere theoretical
issues or a simple guide to superficial matters. However, this book is a
practical and an in-depth study of some difficult and specific legal sub-
jects which are key in the development of insurance business in Spain
for a non Spanish insurance company, above all if its headquarters are
within the EEA. How do we know that these are the key issues? Why
do we think it is a practical study? The answer is simple: it is based on
several reports that we have prepared over a period of 15 years, respon-
ding to some habitual questions asked by non Spanish insurance com-
panies, clients of ours.

LEGSE Abogados (founded in 1994) is a law firm renowned for its
expertise which focuses on Insurance Law. So, as an example, we are
the Insurance Ombudsman of several insurance companies, as well as
lawyers of other important ones. LEGSE Abogados created FIDES Abo-
gados to run tax representation of insurance companies in FoS –Free-
dom of Services–. FIDES Abogados is the tax representative of twenty
nine European Companies operating in FoS in Spain. These contracts
imply that we have been providing them with all the services they have
needed from a lawyer: general information and updates on tax and legal
compliance requirements, to review new product literature (policy wor-
ding), to ensure compliance with Spanish laws and regulations, etc. This
experience ensures that this book is a practical and an in-depth study
on these key issues.

On purely practical grounds, we have decided to publish it in En-
glish. This book is aimed above all at non Spanish insurance companies
and brokers who operate or are thinking of operating in Spain. Ob-
viously, for these and for all the practitioners (Spanish and non Spanish
lawyers, actuaries, tax advisors and consultants in general) who advise
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them, the availability of this kind of information in English is very im-
portant. In Spain there is no similar study published in this language.

I am indebted to Seila Fernández, Lawyer at LEGSE Abogados and
Doctor of Law, for her assistance in this endeavor.

I hope this book will prove to be a useful and practical guide.

SEGUNDO RUIZ RODRÍGUEZ

April 2013
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Key Legal Issues For Non Spanish Insurance
Companies In Spain

SEGUNDO RUIZ RODRÍGUEZ

SUMARIO: 1. INSURANCE REGULATIONS. 2. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS BE-
FORE AND AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRACT. 3. LIMITING
CLAUSES, LANGUAGE AND PAYMENT OF PREMIUM. 4. NOMINATION
OF PERSON/S TO BENEFIT FROM A POLICY (LIFE). 5. SPANISH LIFE INSU-
RANCE TAXATION. a. Personal Income Tax and Withholdings. b. Inheritance
Tax. c. Wealth Tax. d. Other Taxes or Surcharges. e. Some practical questions
and their answers. f. Special tax treatment for Unit Linked products. g. Tax
and surcharge reporting. 6. SPANISH NON LIFE INSURANCE TAXATION
AND SURCHARGES. 7. PENALTIES AND INTEREST TAX. NEW TAX FRAUD
PREVENTION ACT. 8. REGISTRY OF INSURANCE POLICIES COVERING
DEATH RISK. a. Reporting chart. b. Some practical questions and their ans-
wers. 9. DATA PROTECTION ISSUES. 10. PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUN-
DERING AND TERRORISM FINANCING RELATED TO LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES IN FOS OR WITH BRANCHES IN SPAIN. 11. SOME ISSUES
ABOUT REGULATORY LAW. a. Insurance companies in Spain, with legal
head office in other European Economic Area Member States (EEA Compa-
nies). Insurance Transfers. Intervention measures. How to operate in
Freedom of Services in Spain. How to establish a branch in Spain. b.
Insurance companies in Spain, with legal head office in third party countries
(Non EEA Companies). Insurance Transfers. Revoking administrative
authorization. 12. RULES ON INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE LAW.

1. INSURANCE REGULATIONS

– Ley 50/1980, 17 de octubre, de Contrato de Seguro –LCS– (Insu-
rance Contract Act), which in the absence of a specifically applicable
Law, governs the various insurance formulas. Articles 2 and 44 of this
Act establish that its stipulations are mandatory for all insurance con-
tracts with the exception of contracts covering large risks as defined in
article 107.2 or where the Act itself provides otherwise.
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Article 107 and concordant norms of the Insurance Contract Act
establish the rules on International Private Law, specifying the law ap-
plicable to each contract.

The laws and regulations apply equally to Spanish domestic life
insurance companies and those European Economic Area (EEA) insu-
rance companies which provide life insurance contracts in Spain
through FoS (freedom of services) or through a branch. Therefore, in the
absence of a specifically applicable Act, the various insurance formulas
will be governed by the provisions of the Insurance Contract Act.

If the policyholder is a Spanish citizen or a person with residence
in Spain, the Spanish Insurance Contract Act must be applied. However,
in the case that policyholders are citizens of the EEA, they can agree
with the insurer to apply the Law corresponding to the policyholder's
nationality. Therefore, if the policyholder and the insurer agree to apply
the Law of the policyholder's nationality, the Spanish Insurance Contract
Act must not be applied according to article 108.1(a).

Spanish Law will also apply to collective life insurance contracts
concluded in compliance with or as a result of work subject to Spanish
Law.

In relation to Non Life Insurances, generally speaking, the Spanish
Insurance Contract Act will apply to all property and casualty insurance
contracts with risks located on Spanish soil in which the policyholder's
normal place of abode in the event of a natural person, or registered
offices or head office in the event of bodies corporate, are located in
Spain. It will also apply where the contract is mandatory pursuant to
Spanish legislation. Parties to insurance contracts covering large risks
will be free to choose the Law applicable thereto.

– Real Decreto Legislativo 6/2004, 29 de octubre, que aprueba el
Texto Refundido de la Ley de Ordenación y Supervisión de los Seguros
Privados –TRLOSSP– (Administration and Supervision of the Private
Insurance Act), which governs the insurance practice in Spain. This Law
is mainly applicable to the Spanish insurers. For regulatory purposes,
foreign insurers must comply principally with their national Law.

The Bureau of Insurance (Dirección General de Seguros y Fondos de
Pensiones– DGSFP), which forms part of the Ministry of Economy, is
responsible for ensuring compliance with the legislation and can impose
penalties on companies which fail to comply with their regulatory obli-
gations. In addition, the Bureau of Insurance regularly issues "criteria"
which aims to clarify the meaning of the provisions of the Insurance
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Contract Act. These criteria are important to demonstrate the Bureau of
Insurance's opinion about an unclear issue.

Articles 53, 60 and 81 specify the information which must be given
to policyholders.

These two Laws (Contract and Supervision) will be studied in
depth in the following chapters.

– Real Decreto 2486/1988, 20 de noviembre, que aprueba el Regla-
mento de Ordenación y Supervisión de los Seguros Privados –ROSSP–
(Administration and Supervision of Private Insurance Development Re-
gulation) which implements the rules of Administration and Supervi-
sion of the Private Insurance Act.

One of the most prominent aspects of this Spanish regulation is that
it performs in detail the obligation to inform policyholders applicable
to both life and non-life insurance contracts (more detailed information
must be provided in the case of life insurance. An additional distinction
is drawn between individual and collective life insurance).

Finally, in recent years, Spanish legislation has reinforced the means
for protecting the rights of the policyholder and the life insured. In this
regard, the provisions in effect require companies to inform their custo-
mers of the various types of internal and external actions that may be
taken in the event of a claim.

– Ley 20/2005, 14 de noviembre, de creación del Registro de Pólizas
con Cobertura de Fallecimiento (Registry of Insurance Policies Covering
Death Risk Act). This Act institutes a Public Registry in which all life
and accident insurance contracts that include death coverage must be
registered, unless otherwise stipulated in article 4.2 of this Law.

This Act requires undertakings to notify this Registry of the exis-
tence of these kind of policies and some details included therein (data
identifying the life assured, the insurer and the insurance contract) via
Internet. The obligation to supply this information applies to both Spa-
nish insurance companies and non Spanish companies with registered
offices in other European Economic Area countries conducting business
in the life or accident classes in Spain under the right of establishment
or freedom to provide services.

– Ley 26/2006, de 17 de julio, de Mediación de Seguros y Reaseguros
Privados –LMSR– (Distribution of Private Insurance and Reinsurance
Policies Act). Insurance intermediaries are regulated under this Insu-
rance Distribution Act. According to this Law, a broker is a different
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kind of intermediary than an agent. Insurance brokers must be fully
independent of the insurer. Brokers' advice must be facilitated on the
basis of an objective analysis of a sufficiently large number of insurance
contracts available on the market, to enable him to make a recommenda-
tion in accordance with professional criteria, regarding which insurance
contract would be adequate to meet the client's needs. However, an
agent must operate with only one insurer (with exceptions), and they
need not give independent advice.

An insurance company which appoints an insurance agent is liable
for the actions of the agent in selling the insurance. Because of this,
some insurers only operate through brokers. It is principally a regula-
tory responsibility. However, in some cases, if it is possible to prove
"culpa in vigilando" or "culpa in eligendo" of the insurance company, they
could legally pursue the appointing party, –insurance company–, for
compensation and damages (very few cases in Spain).

The Distribution of the Private Insurance and Reinsurance Policies
Act has devoted its first part to the intermediaries' general rules, inclu-
ding prohibitions and obligations:

Prohibitions:

1. to carry out the activity related to variable premium mutual in-
surance companies and variable premium cooperatives;

2. to assume directly or indirectly the risk covered;

3. to realize the activity in favor of companies that do not obey the
legal requirements for acting in Spain or transgressing the gran-
ted authorization;

4. to impose directly or indirectly the insurance contract's execu-
tion;

5. to add an extra charge on the premium receipt issued by the
insurance company;

6. to sign a contract in the name of the client without his consent.

Obligations:

1. to offer truthful and sufficient information about the insurance
contract (promotion, offer and subscription);

2. to be the depository of all the amounts received from their client;

3. to mention in all commercial documents their inscription register
number and their identification name;
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4. before beginning activity, the intermediary must be registered in
the special administrative register of the Bureau of Insurance;

5. the bank-insurance operators should inform the client that the
advice they provide is intended for dealing with an insurance
contract and no other financial instrument;

6. brokers (natural or legal), the intermediaries' branches and EEA
intermediaries who act in Spain in FoS, should deal with and
resolve the client claims related to their interests and rights;

7. brokers (natural or legal) and intermediaries resident in other
EEA Member States who act in Spain in FoS or FoE should have
a Client Attention Service Department (having full independence
to guarantee autonomy in order to avoid conflicts of interest) to
deal with and to solve their customer claims.

– Real Decreto Legislativo 7/2004, 29 de octubre, que aprueba el
Texto Refundido del Estatuto Legal del Consorcio de Compensación de
Seguros, (Compensation Pool Act).

Other important Spanish laws applicable to insurance are:

– Real Decreto 1/2007, 16 de noviembre, que aprueba el Texto Refun-
dido de la Ley General para la Defensa de los Consumidores y Usuarios
(Defence of Consumers and Users Act). Insurance companies must
abide by the provisions of this Act.

– Ley 13/1996, 30 de diciembre, de Medidas Fiscales, Administrati-
vas y del Orden Social (Spanish Official Gazette 31 December, 1996).
Insurance premiums are levied at 6% (the Insurance Premium Tax). Ho-
wever, this tax will be exempt, according to article 12 of this Act in
the following insurance operations: compulsory social insurance and
collective insurance as an alternative to pensions plans; life insurance
as stated under Title II of Insurance Contract Act; capitalization based
on actuarial techniques; reinsurance policies; bail insurance; export cre-
dit insurance and combined agrarian insurance; international transport
of merchandise or passengers; insurance relating to ships and airplanes
used for international transport; health insurance and insurance pension
scheme.

2. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS BEFORE AND AFTER THE
CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRACT

The minimum content of insurance policies is established by article
8 of the Insurance Contract Act:
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– Name and surname or corporate name of the contracting parties
and their addresses, as well as the designation of the insured and
of the beneficiary, when applicable.

– The concept in which it is insured.

– Nature of the risk covered.

– Designation of the insured objects and their location.

– Insured sum or scope of coverage.

– Premium amount, surcharges and taxes.

– Maturity of the premiums, place and form of payment.

– Duration of the contract, stating the day and time when it effecti-
vely starts and terminates.

– Name and type of insurance mediator, if intervening in the con-
tract.

In addition, article 104 of the Administration and Supervision of
Private Insurance Development Regulation sets out the information that
the insurer in general must provide to the policyholder, in writing, be-
fore underwriting the policy:

– Applicable legislation.

– Internal or external claim proceedings.

– The country where the insurance company or the branch has its
registered office and its corresponding address.

In relation to life insurance, article 105 of the ROSSP sets out the
information that the insurer must provide to the policyholder before
underwriting the policy. This information is known as Nota Informativa
–Information Note– and must contain at least the following when appli-
cable:

– Name of the insurance company and legal form.

– Registered office address of the entity and, where appropriate, of
the branch which has been established in Spain.

– Definition of guarantees and options offered.

– Duration of the contract.

– Conditions for termination.

– Conditions, terms and maturities of the premiums. Insurance in
which the policyholder assumes the investment risk will specify
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the amount, basis of calculation and timing of all the charges
applicable to the operation.

– Method of calculation and allocation of shares in profits.

– Indication of surrender values and reduction coverage scheme in
the case of premium payment default.

– Premiums for each benefit, if necessary.

– For contracts with variable capital, definition of accounting units
and indication of the assets.

– Details and deadline for exercising the right of unilateral termina-
tion.

– Tax treatment.

The fourteenth additional provision of the Sustainable Economy
Act stated a new wording for the third paragraph of article 60 of the
TRLOSSP. Its purpose was to guarantee a more transparent and effective
regulation in the insurance market and to provide protection for the
insurance consumer. With the exception of life products where the po-
wer to modify investments allocated to the policy is granted to the po-
licyholder, life insurers must give information about the expected profi-
tability of each policy.

In Unit Linked Life Insurance contracts, additionally, the policyhol-
der must be informed prior to signing the contract that the amount due
to be received will depend on financial market fluctuations beyond the
control of the insurer and that the historical results are not indicators of
future results.

Referring to the length of the cancellation/cool off period (life insu-
rance) and what must be repaid to the policyholder in such a case, it is
necessary to take into account article 83(a) of the Insurance Contract
Act, which states:

«the policyholder in an individual insurance contract for a period exceeding
six months who has stipulated the contract on the life of their own or a third
party has the unilateral power to terminate the contract without giving any
reason and without penalties within 30 days after the date on which the insurer
delivered the policy or certificate of provisional coverage.

An exception to this unilateral right of termination of an insurance contract
is when the policyholder bears the investment risk, as well as contracts which
their coverered return is a function of the fluctuations of the investments assigned
to them».

In Spain, when the policyholder exercises his right to cancel the
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policy within this cool off period, the insurance company refunds the
entire premium paid, with no charges deducted.

On an annual basis, the life insurance policyholder must receive
information on the status of their participation in profits, as well as any
modifications that occur in the information provided at the time of sig-
ning the contract.

Should the insured's date of birth be incorrectly stated, the insurer
can only contest the contract if their real age at the time when the con-
tract comes into force is outside the established admissible limits. If their
age should not be outside the admissible limits but the insurance com-
pany has collected premiums that are lower than they should have been,
it shall reduce the benefit payment in proportion to the premium collec-
ted. By contrast, if the premiums collected are greater than those which
should have been paid, the insurer shall return to the policyholder the
part of the premium which has been overcharged without interest.

Finally, in relation to non life insurances, it is necessary to point out
that:

– Article 130.2 of Administration and Supervision of the Private
Insurance Development Regulation stipulates that land motor ve-
hicle liability (excluding transporter liability) insurance contracts
concluded under freedom to provide services must include the
name of the representative for automobile insurance, referred to
in article 86.2 of the Administration and Supervision of the Pri-
vate Insurance Act.

– For legal expenses insurance, article 76(f) of the Insurance Con-
tract Act provides that the policy must explicitly list the rights
acknowledged to the insured under articles 76(d) and 76(e) of
that Act: namely, their right to freely choose their attorney and
barrister for their representation and defence in whatsoever man-
ner of proceedings and in particular in the event of conflicting
interests between the parties of the contract.

3. LIMITING CLAUSES, LANGUAGE AND PAYMENT OF PREMIUM

The information must be disclosed in a particular or prescribed for-
mat only in the case of clauses limiting the rights of the insured, which
must be highlighted in the policy and expressly accepted and signed by
the policyholder. This is one of the most important and controversial
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issues in Spanish Insurance Law, because under Spanish legislation
there is not a clear and exact definition of what a limitative clause is.

There have been a large number of judgments against insurers for
not complying in full with this legal requirement. In this sense, Judg-
ment of the Supreme Court (STS), Chamber 1, on 1 March 2007, says
that «These Chambers, are distinguishing the clauses limiting the rights of the
policyholder – which are subject to being specifically accepted in writing by the
policyholder (...) Consequently, we are faced with some clauses limiting rights,
applying a reduction of the concept of total invalidity to major invalidity (...),
in compliance with the provisions of article 3 of the Insurance Contract Act
for the clause to be specially separated and specifically accepted in writing,
which has not been the case with the disputed clauses, hence they cannot be
recognised as effective».

The language of the insurance contract must be redacted at the dis-
cretion of the policyholder, according to article 8 of the Insurance Con-
tract Act, in any of the official Spanish languages in the Spanish Region
where that is formalized. At the policyholder's request, it must be writ-
ten in another language, in accordance with Directive 92/96 of the
Council of the European Union, 10 November, 1992.

In practice, even companies which sell thousands of policies in
Spain do not have their contracts of insurance in all five of Spain's offi-
cial languages. If a policyholder asks for a contract of insurance written
in any other four official languages, the insurance company will usually
give him in a PDF document a version in the proposed language.

Besides, article 108 of the Insurance Contract Act establishes that
«when the contract is signed by non Spanish policyholder, the Spanish
Insurance Contract Act does not apply if policyholder and insurer agree
to apply the Law of the policyholder's nationality».

Some companies issue insurance documents both in Spanish and
English simultaneously. In case of conflict, the Spanish version will pre-
vail.

In life insurances, where a policyholder is in arrears with the pay-
ment of his premium, according to article 95 of the Insurance Contract
Act, it would not apply the paragraph two of article 15 on non-payment
of premium (terminated without any value). The non-payment of the
premium will produce reduction of the policy, in agreement with the
table of values inserted into the policy. So, non-payment of premium
(i.e. policyholder is in arrears with the payment of his premium) does
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not result in contract cancellation. The non-payment of the premium
will reduce the amount payable by the insurer.

The policyholder is entitled to rehabilitation of the policy, at any
time before the death of the insured, in agreement with the conditions
set out in the policy.

4. NOMINATION OF PERSON/S TO BENEFIT FROM A POLICY
(LIFE)

If a policyholder wants to nominate a person as a beneficiary of the
policy, the policyholder does not need to obtain that person's written
permission to be a beneficiary. The nomination can be made without the
beneficiary's knowledge.

Beneficiary does not have any rights in the policy during its term.
Any rights only crystallise on the death of the life assured.

The latter bequest of the beneficiary revokes the earlier nomination
when it is put in writing. The policyholder can revoke the beneficiary's
without the beneficiary's permission as long as he/she is not an irrevo-
cable beneficiary (something very usual with life polices linked to mort-
gages, where the beneficiary is the bank). Article 87 of the Insurance
Contract Act, which rules on the policyholder's rights, establishes that
«the policyholder can revoke the beneficiary at any time, except under
the condition that the policyholder has renounced expressly and in wri-
ting this power».

The policyholder can assign a beneficiary to the policy and modify
the beneficiary designation without the consent of the insurer, with a
subsequent written declaration sent to the insurer or set out in a last
will and testament.

If at the time of death of the policyholder, there is no tangible desig-
nated beneficiary nor any rules by which to determine this, the capital
will be considered part of the policyholder's assets.

In the event of the generic designation of children of a person as
beneficiaries, all descendants with the right to inherit will be considered
as children.

Should the designation be in favour of the heirs with no further
specification, all those meeting this condition with respect to the policy-
holder at the time of the death of the life insured shall be considered as
such.
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The designation of a spouse as beneficiary shall assign this condi-
tion to the party who is indeed the spouse at the time of the death of
the life insured.

Beneficiaries who are heirs shall retain this condition even if they
renounce the inheritance.

If the designation is in favour of various beneficiaries, the provision
agreed will be distributed, without prejudice to any specific clause to
the contrary, in equal parts. When in favour of heirs, distribution will
take place proportionally to the inheritance share, unless specified to
the contrary. Any part not acquired by a beneficiary will go towards
increasing that of the others.

When a policyholder wants to transfer his/her legal ownership of
the policy to a third party (for example, a security for a loan), according
to article 99 of Insurance Contract Act, the legal requirements are:

– It is necessary that there is not an irrevocable beneficiary.

– The policyholder must inform the insurer about the transfer of
his/her legal ownership in the policy to a third party.

For the payment of the covered benefit in the case of death, the
beneficiary will have to give due proof of identity and of their right or
status as beneficiary. In addition, the insurers in Spain usually ask for
the following documentation:

1. Death certificate of the insured.

2. Certificate from the doctor who attended the insured, stating the
cause, evolution and nature of the illness or accident which caused the
death of the insured or, where appropriate, statements from judicial in-
quiries or documents which certify death by accident.

3. Certificate from the Register of Wills, a copy of the last Will or
Notarial Declaration of Heirs Certificate or Court Record of Declaration
of Heirs, as appropriate.

4. Self-assessment payment of Inheritance Tax (or obtaining a certi-
ficate from the Tax Authorities stating that they are exempt of this pay-
ment).

5. SPANISH LIFE INSURANCE TAXATION

a. PERSONAL INCOME TAX AND WITHHOLDINGS

Income Tax is raised in two parts: the majority is raised by the
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central government, with a smaller percentage being raised at a regional
level by the Autonomous Regions in which the taxpayer is living.

Spanish Personal Income Tax Act (35/2006, 28 November) provides
a general classification of income originating from capitalisation opera-
tions and life or disability insurance contracts as returns on investments,
except when tax is to be applied as income from salaries, inheritance or
donations.

The income obtained will only be taxed when the provision is co-
llected upon termination of the contract or surrender of the policy. This
return on investment will be calculated as the difference between the
capital received and the amount of premiums paid. Classification as
return on investment results in it being subject to the general obligation
of withholding tax or advance taxation, at the rate of 21% at the time of
collection. In any case, we have to distinguish between withholdings
(insurer's obligation) and the personal income tax (obligation of the po-
licyholder). The withholdings are always 21% on the gain. This amount
must be withheld by the insurance company.

The policyholder must declare these gains on his Personal Income
Tax return. Spanish Savings Tax has been increased substantially. This
is part of the measures announced in the Royal Decree-Law 20/2011, 30
December, which are designed to help with the reduction in the budget
deficit. Other changes include increases in personal income tax. The inc-
rease in savings tax has been put into effect for the years 2012 and 2013,
but experience tells us once introduced, they are not often reduced back
to the original rate later, at least, in a short time.

The new rates of tax on taxable savings income in Spain in 2013 are
as follows:

Gains 2011 Rate 2012/2013 Rate

0-6,000 Euros 19% 21%

6,000-24,000 Euros 21% 25%

+24,000 Euros 21% 27%

The increase ranges from a 10% increase up to 6,000 Euros and a
whopping 28% increase if the policyholder has above 24,000 Euros of
taxable savings gains/income. Usually (but not always the case; see ca-
tegory «f» of this chapter) policies are taxed only on withdrawals, not
automatically each year.

In any case, the income tax is an obligation of the policyholder.
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Obviously, they can deduct the withholdings previously paid by the
insurance company to the Tax Authorities. Therefore, the insurer must
only focus on the 21% of the withholdings.

Nevertheless, it must be taken into account that income deriving
from life insurance contracts which arrange for pension contributions to
be paid by companies on behalf of their employees is classified as, and
treated as, income from employment, with a different tax treatment.

Another issue is when a life or temporary annuity is received. In
order to determine the part of each income or annual pension conside-
red as return on investment, a fixed percentage is applied to each an-
nuity received, which will vary according to the age of beneficiary at
the time the income is earned (if it is a lifetime annuity) or the duration
of the income (if it is temporary).

The date on which the contingency covered occurs (disability,
death, etc.) determines the right to receive the provision as the time at
which the specified income is constituted, regardless of when it is effec-
tively started to be received.

If the life annuity is constituted on the life of two people (joint life
policies), the age of the youngest annuity holder will be considered, at
the time the provision is constituted, as the age of the receiver.

b. INHERITANCE TAX

Inheritance tax is a complex issue in Spain. In some Regions it is
exempt when the beneficiaries are the children or the spouse. In any
case, inheritance tax is an obligation of the beneficiaries. Insurers only
need the beneficiary to give them the "liquidación" (liquidation) (return
duly signed by the Spanish Tax Authorities) of the inheritance tax. This
must be done because the insurance company and the beneficiary are
jointly responsible for this payment before the Spanish Authorities. The
insurance company can inform the policyholder that it is possible to pay
this tax in several installments. In order to get the proof of tax payment,
the beneficiary does not have to wait until the end of the year, they can
pay (or obtaining a certificate from the Tax Authorities stating that they
are exempt of this payment) the inheritance tax immediately after the
death of the life insured person.

The life insurer must still require this form if the beneficiaries are
not Spanish nationals/citizens (for example, the client would be a Bri-
tish national living in Spain but whose beneficiaries would still be in
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the UK). This is a «Spanish policy» and Spanish legislation establishes
that, even though the beneficiary would be in another country, it is ne-
cessary to liquidate the Inheritance Tax in Spain.

If the Region in which the beneficiary lives has an Inheritance Tax
exemption in their favour, the life insurer should require a certificate
from the Tax Authorities to confirm Inheritance Tax is not applicable for
this beneficiary.

Spanish Inheritance Tax is applicable to non-residents only in rela-
tion to assets and/or rights located in Spain, but some forms of tax relief
are not applicable to non-residents. This position may alter following
the issue of a «reasoned opinion» by the European Commission reques-
ting that Spain makes available the same exemptions to both Spanish
residents and non-residents.

In the event of a death claim, the death benefit must be paid directly
to designated beneficiaries. The policyholder’s age has no impact on the
tax treatment of benefits.

c. WEALTH TAX

As a tax measure to reduce the Spanish public deficit, the net
Wealth Tax has now been temporally re-established by Royal Decree-
Law 13/2011, 16 September, for the years of 2011 and 2012 and hence
must be included in the corresponding tax declarations of 2012 and
2013.

Some key data concerning wealth tax:

– The tax exemption for habitual residence has been lifted to
300,000 Euros.

– For individuals with the obligation to contribute, the minimum
exempt limit has been increased to 700,000 Euros.

– If the policyholder has to pay this tax, they must do it from the
24th April to the 26th June of the following year.

– The individual policyholders are responsible for paying their
own tax and the insurance company has no obligation to calcu-
late or deduct the tax, only to inform them about the surrender
value.

– Taxpayers: all Spanish individuals are taxable on their wealth,
including those goods and rights situated in the Spanish territory
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and wealth abroad. This tax is also applicable to non-residents
with wealth located in Spain.

– Tax rate: although the tax is assigned to the Autonomous Regions
in Spain, the maximum rate is 2.5% on the tax base.

– The Spanish Wealth Tax is assigned to the Autonomous Regions,
thus it is necessary to focus on the development of the Royal
Decree-Law by their own regulations. In this regard, Madrid is
not really affected by the Spanish Wealth Tax due to the exemp-
tions which have been implemented.

Concerning life insurers, it should be acknowledged that the su-
rrender value of the life policies is considered «wealth» by this Law.
Therefore, the policyholders must be informed as to the cash value of
each policy on 31st December, of each year. In the case of annuities, the
policyholder has to be informed about the capitalization value on the
same date.

There is no annual investment return tax or similar tax on invest-
ment gains within a qualifying policy if there is no surrender, with the
exception of Wealth Tax.

The only tax payable on the value of the policy is the Wealth Tax.
Personal Income Tax is applied on gains, not on the value.

d. OTHER TAXES OR SURCHARGES

There is no tax or other charges payable on the life insurance pre-
miums for a qualifying policy where the premium is paid by an indivi-
dual or corporate entity resident in Spain, as long as this contract does
not refer exclusively or primarily to death coverage. If it refers to death
coverage, below we show the obligatory surcharges and the forms
which should be used to make declarations to the Compensation Pool
for those branches of coverage defined in article 6 of the Administration
and Supervision of Private Insurance Act.

NAME CONSORCIO SURCHARGE FORM

LIFE-Death coverage R.E. Direct damage to persons 10

LIFE-Death is not the principal cove- NOT SUBJECT
rage

LIFE with Disablement or disability R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
coverage Liquidating activity 50
If it is the result of an accident
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NAME CONSORCIO SURCHARGE FORM

LIFE with Disablement or disability Liquidating activity 50
coverage
If it is the result of illness

The policyholder does not receive tax relief on premiums that they
pay into the policy.

There is no tax or charge payable, for example, Investment Tax, on
any growth in the value of the policy during the term of the policy as
long as they are qualifying funds, in agreement with article 14 of the
Spanish Personal Income Tax Act above mentioned and there is no su-
rrender.

The Insurance Premium Tax for insurances will be exempt, accor-
ding to article 12 of the Act 13/1996, in the following insurance opera-
tions: compulsory social insurance and collective insurance as an alter-
native to pensions plans; life insurance as stated under Title II of Insu-
rance Contract Act; capitalization based on actuarial techniques and
reinsurances policies.

e. SOME PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND THEIR ANSWERS

– Gift and Inheritance Tax

1. «What happens if there is no beneficiary in the case of death stated
within the policy?»

This is a difficult matter because an individual policy without
beneficiaries is not a habitual situation. In any case, according to
the Spanish Law, in this case (no beneficiaries) the insured capital
goes to the policyholder (or to his estate, if he is deceased. This
estate will be divided later between the heirs). So, it would be
taxed in the same manner as if the policy were totally surrende-
red. Therefore, it is not necessary to require a certificate from the
Tax Authorities stating that Inheritance Tax does not need to be
paid or a completed form (Liquidation) signed by the Spanish
Tax Authorities confirming that Inheritance Tax has been paid.
The insurance company does not pay the heirs, the payment
goes to the policyholder.

– Withholdings
1. «Could you please inform us about the Spanish withholding tax rate

retained on "outbonds" dividends, i.e. dividends paid by a Spanish
company to a non-resident shareholder?»
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As a general rule, withholding tax rate retained on dividends by
a Spanish company to a non-resident shareholder is 21% but it
is important to know if there is a double taxation treaty and if
so, the conditions of that treaty.

2. «We have a client who took out a Spanish policy. He has now moved
to Germany. He has requested a partial surrender. Do we need a tax
clearance certificate for partial surrenders? If we do not receive the tax
clearance certificate, do we apply the 24.75% Non-Resident Withhol-
ding tax on the gain only?»

If a policy is signed in Spain by a Spanish resident, and they
become resident of another country, you would have to withhold
24.75% with the exception of that the policyholder should ask
you to apply for an exemption due to a Double Taxation Treaty
(DTT) between Spain and the country of the new residence. If
the policyholder wants to take advantage of this exemption, he
would have to send a certificate to the insurance company pro-
ving his residency in another country. This certificate has to be
sent on an annual basis, and you will need to require a new
certificate each year to keep applying the exemption. The insu-
rance company cannot deny the exemption of the 24.75% with-
holdings if the policyholder proves the new tax residence and if
there is a DTT between the two countries which permits this
exemption.

3. «Our main business is annuities and I believe all the Spanish related
business will be this. Given this, and that there is no surrender involved
with such business, does that mean that the requirements upon us will
be minimal? As I understand it, forms 128 and 188 will not apply,
and form 10 will be a nil return»

Annuities are a special case. Forms 128 and 188 (withholdings)
will apply but in a different way: depending on if they are tem-
porary or life annuities and depending on the age of the benefi-
ciary, important reductions could be applied on the basis of con-
tribution.

– Various inquiries

1. «Could you please clarify the position in relation to beneficiaries who
are non-residents? Do we apply the non-resident withholding tax or do
we pay free of withholding tax (on the basis that the beneficiary tax is
between him and his country of tax residence)? If a Spanish Resident
Life Assured dies (under a Spanish policy) and the beneficiary is a UK
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resident do we have to withhold tax at 24.75%? If a UK Resident Life
Assured dies (under a Spanish policy) and the beneficiary is a UK
resident do we have to withhold tax at 24.75%?»

You do not have to withhold any amount. This is a «death case»,
therefore you have to take into account the Inheritance Tax (in
which there are not any withholdings), not the Income Tax (with
withholdings).

2. «Can you confirm that both Spanish residents and non-Spanish resi-
dents must submit to the insurance company this liquidación (of the
Inheritance Tax) from the Spanish Tax Authorities?»

We confirm that the insurance company should require from
both Spanish residents and non-Spanish residents this liquida-
tion (or a certificate from the Tax Authorities stating the exemp-
tion of this payment). All the insurance companies do this. You
must take into account that you are jointly responsible with the
beneficiary for this payment before the Spanish Authorities. If
the beneficiary fails to pay, you are responsible for payment.

3. «We have been asked to accept a case for a Spanish resident which
utilises the "Beckham Law" (Royal Decree 687/2005). Please can you
confirm whether you have any concerns with the suggested approach
and in particular is the Insurance Company still obliged to deduct
withholding tax on an annual basis for this non tax compliant product
in Spain, even though the policyholders will be utilising the provisions
of Royal Decree 687/2005?»

As a general rule (it is necessary to take into account the corres-
ponding DTT), according to "Beckham Law" (Royal Decree 687/
2005), they may opt to be a tax resident in their country. So, the
insurance company would not still be obliged to deduct Withhol-
ding Tax on an annual basis in Spain.

The general conditions for applying for this special regime are
regulated in the article 9.5 of Royal Decree 3/2004, which appro-
ves the Personal Income Tax Act, and in the Royal Decree 687/
2005. According to this legislation, individuals who become Spa-
nish tax residents due to their transfer to Spanish territory may
opt to be taxed as non residents if they comply with the follo-
wing conditions:

– They have not been residents in Spain during the previous 10
years.
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– The transfer is the consequence of a work contract. This condi-
tion is understood to be complied with when a labor relations-
hip, whether ordinary or special, is initiated with an employer
in Spain, or when the transfer has been ordered by the emplo-
yer and the corresponding letter of assignment exists.

– The work is effectively performed in Spain. This condition is
understood to be complied with even though part of the work
is performed abroad, provided that the remuneration received
by the employee transferred to Spain for their work performed
abroad does not exceed 15% of their total work remuneration
in the calendar year. In certain cases, this limit could be increa-
sed to 30% if the employee carries out functions in another
company of the group.

When it is not possible to give proof of the remuneration amount
corresponding to the work performed abroad, it should be calcu-
lated in proportion to the number of days effectively spent
abroad.

The work must be performed for a Spanish resident company or
entity or a permanent establishment in Spain. This condition is
understood to be complied with when the services performed
benefit a Spanish resident company or entity.

f. SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT FOR UNIT LINKED PRODUCTS

If the Unit Linked qualifies under the Spanish Law, the policyholder
would be taxed at the time he takes withdrawals and/or the full surren-
der, by the difference between the amounts received from the insurance
entity and the premium paid.

Should the Unit Linked not qualify under the Spanish Law, a spe-
cial rule for the imputation of income for Spanish tax purposes would
apply. In this regard, the policyholder would be subject to the Spanish
Personal Income Tax Act by the difference between the value of the
policy at the beginning and at the end of the tax year.

It would qualify under the Spanish Law, and would benefit from
the deferral of income tax until a partial of total surrender had been
done, providing the policy meets one of the following two conditions
stated in article 14.2(h) of the Spanish Personal Income Tax Act:

1. Power to modify investments allocated to the policy is not gran-
ted to the policyholder.
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2. The provisions of the policy must be invested in the following
assets only:

a) Shares or units of collective investment institutions, predeter-
mined in the contracts provided they are collective invest-
ments adapted to the Spanish Law 35/2003, 4 November, or
to the Council Directive 85/611/ECC, 20 December, 2005.

b) Assets registered separately on the balance sheet of the insu-
rance entity and complying with the following:

– Assets must be suitable according to the Administration
and Supervision of the Private Insurance Act (article 50),
excluding real estate assets and real rights on those.

– The assets must be suitably diversified according to the
Spanish Insurance Supervision regulations.

– The policyholder must only be able to select among diffe-
rent separate classes of assets. They must not be involved
in determining the underlying assets of that investment.

– All the above conditions must be fulfilled for the full dura-
tion of the contract.

It is also necessary to take into account that in Spain, we use a FIFO
–First In First Out– method regarding premiums (with the exception of
annuities). It is the only method permitted by Law. Below we have in-
cluded an example of how the FIFO method operates:

Total Premiums Paid: 5,000 Euros.

Surrender Value of Policy Year 5: 6,000 Euros.

Partial Surrender amount: 3,000 Euros.

Since the partial surrender amount is 50% of the full surrender va-
lue we allocate 50% of premium paid.

Portion of Premium surrendered (50% of 5,000 Euros) 2,500 Euros

Amount Received (50% of 6,000 Euros) 3,000 Euros
Partial Surrender Value

Taxable Amount (3,000-2,500 Euros) 500 Euros

Withholdings 21% 105 Euros

FIFO (First In First Out) method.

E.g. the client has paid the following premiums.
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Premiums Paid Year 1 1,000 Euros

Year 2 1,000 Euros

Year 3 1,000 Euros

Year 4 1,000 Euros

Year 5 1,000 Euros

TOTAL 5,000 Euros

The portion of premiums surrendered is considered to be the first
premiums paid, ie Premiums paid year 1, 2, and 3; totaling 2,500 Euros.
So we end up with:

Premiums, after partial surrender Year 1 0

Year 2 0

Year 3 500 Euros

Year 4 1,000 Euros

Year 5 1,000 Euros

TOTAL Premium 2,500 Euros

In Spain, all the charges must be included in the concept of "primas"
(premiums). That is why when we calculate the difference between the
premiums paid and the amount received upon surrender by the policy-
holder, we only deduct the premiums from the surrender value. There
is no fixed term required for a qualifying policy, in other words it can
be issued on a whole-of-life basis.

As it has been explained, it would qualify under the Spanish Law,
and would benefit from the deferral of income tax until a partial or total
surrender had been made, providing the policy meets one of the two
conditions stated in article 14.2(h) of the Spanish Personal Income Tax
Act. Number 2, b of this article establishes suitable assets, according to
the Administration and Supervision of the Private Insurance Act. Article
50 of this Law regulates the investment of provisions on eligible assets
for investment of technical provisions. The investments of each pool of
assets must comply with the limits established for diversification and
dispersion of insurance contracts by Administration and Supervision of
the Private Insurance Act and other rules that complete them.

The article includes a clause list about assets and rights that are
suitable for covering technical reserves and the possibility to include
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other assets when they meet the conditions established by the Ministry
of Economy for being considered suitable for covering technical reser-
ves. These assets and rights are the following:

– Fixed and variable income derived from negotiable securities and
rights of any kind, including those giving entitlement to their
subscription or acquisition, if they have been admitted to trading
on markets regulated within the scope of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and can be
traded in a generalized, and impersonal manner on a financial
market and others when issued or guaranteed by international
bodies to which a Member State of the European Economic Area
belongs.

– Structured financial assets (composed of a combination of two
or more assets or derivatives or a combination of both that are
instrumented through a single legal act).

(Markets established within the scope of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) that meet the
conditions laid down in European Directive on Markets in Finan-
cial Instruments shall be considered regulated markets, as shall
any others that may be determined by the Spanish Regulatory
Authorities. In no case shall securities and rights issued by the
insurance company itself be admitted).

– Fixed-income securities when collateral or an unconditional joint
and several guarantees have been provided by a credit institution
or insurance has been provided by an insurance company autho-
rized to operate through an establishment in a Member State of
the European Economic Area, or the securities have been issued
by any such companies; the shares in the issuing company are
traded on a regulated market; or collateral or an unconditional
guarantee has been provided by an entity whose shares are tra-
ded on a regulated market.

– Financing provided to the State, Autonomous Regions, Local
Authorities, public sector companies or public entities in the Eu-
ropean Economic Area, whether or not instrumented in negotia-
ble securities, and whether in the form of financing provided by
the insurance company or credit rights acquired by the insurance
company after provided the financing, provided their soundness
(security) is guaranteed either by the standing of the borrower or
by the guarantees provided.
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– The financial instruments like shares and participations in collec-
tive investment institutions established in the European Econo-
mic Area and subject to coordination in accordance with Council
Directive 85/611/EEC on the coordination of laws, regulations
and administrative provisions relating to «Collective Investment
Organizations in Transferable Securities» (UCITS) or regulated by
the Collective Investment Institutions Act 35/2003 and subordi-
nate legislation; in venture capital companies regulated by Spa-
nish legislation and others which meet some specifics conditions
(their exclusive corporate object must be to carry on the business
of venture capital companies; the shares or participations must
have been issued by companies with head office in a member
State of OECD), not considered as a tax haven; There must be no
restrictions on the transfer of the shares or participations in such
institutions; The issuer must be obliged to have its annual ac-
counts audited by an independent external auditor, and at the
time of the investment must have a favorable opinion on the last
complete financial period).

In collective investment institutions in real estate established in
the European Economic Area, provided they are subject to autho-
rization and supervision by a regulatory authority of a Member
State of the European Economic Area.

– Mortgage market assets and rights, including mortgage-backed
securities issued by companies established in the European Eco-
nomic Area and traded on regulated markets within the scope of
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD).

– Bills of exchange and promissory notes, when these are drawn,
accepted, endorsed without a liability clause or guaranteed by
credit institutions authorized to operate through an establish-
ment in a Member State of the European Economic Area.

– Shares in credit institutions, investment firms and insurance and
reinsurance companies to the extent that they are subject to aut-
horization and supervision by a regulatory authority in a Mem-
ber State of the European Economic Area.

– Registered shares and participations in companies whose exclu-
sive business is the management of assets on behalf of insurance
companies and pension funds, when at least 90% of the capital
is held by one or more insurance companies or pension funds.
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– Real estate and rights in rem. The property must meet all the
following requirements: a) It must be rural land or urban land or
land for development; b) It must be located in the territory of a
Member State of the European Economic Area and be registered
in the Property Registry in the name of the insurance company;
d) It must have been valued in accordance with the specific rules
approved by the Ministry of Economy; f) In the case of mortga-
ged property where the mortgage affects several assets, the liabi-
lity of each one must be individualized; g) It must be insured for
fire and other damage to the building.

– Mortgages, provided they are first mortgages and are on proper-
ties that meet the requirements set out in the preceding section.
All the requirements of mortgage legislation must also be met.

– Pledges, provided the asset pledged is in itself suitable for cove-
ring technical reserves.

– Loans and credit facilities or parts thereof provided to companies
domiciled in a Member State of the European Economic Area
whose shares are admitted to trading on a market regulated wit-
hin the scope of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and loans or credit facilities guaranteed by
a credit institution or insurance company, provided that in both
cases they are authorized to operate through an establishment in
a Member State of the European Economic Area and the balances
held by insurance companies in respect of predetermined– or fi-
xed rate cash-flow swaps with financial institutions.

– Credit rights against reinsurers for their participation in the pro-
vision of services, to the extent that no deposits have been recei-
ved in respect of these.

– Deposits in ceding company by reason of accepted reinsurance
operations.

– Credit rights against the Public Treasury for Corporate Income
Tax assessments and Withholding Tax relating to earnings on in-
vestments for covering technical reserves and for other taxes duly
paid, net of any obligations accrued by the insurance company
with the Public Treasury.

– Credit rights in respect of interest, income and dividends accrued
but not yet payable, as well as those that are due and payable
and pending receipt but are likely to be paid, provided that in all
cases they derive from suitable assets.
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– Recovery of claims in the fields of credit and bond insurance.

– Cash, bank notes and coins traded on the money markets of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD).

– Deposits in credit institutions authorized to operate through an
establishment in a Member State of the European Economic Area.

– Current account notes that are not defective and that are drawn
or guaranteed by credit institutions authorized to operate
through an establishment in a Member State of the European Eco-
nomic Area.

g. TAX AND SURCHARGE REPORTING

The life insurer is obliged to calculate and withhold the amount of
the Spanish tax withholdings on any withdrawals or full surrenders (if
there are any gains) and remit this amount to the Spanish Tax Authori-
ties (if they operate in FoS, via their Tax Representative in Spain). The
gain or loss on the proceeds of a life insurance policy as a result of a
withdrawal or full surrender in a particular tax year must be declared by
the policyholder in their next Personal Income Tax return. The current
Withholding Tax rate that the insurer should apply to the gains made
on all life insurance policies held by residents of Spain in the event of
a withdrawal or full surrender is 21%, effective from 1st January, 2012
(as a new tax measure to reduce the Spanish public deficit, the Personal
Income Tax has recently been temporarily modified by Royal Decree, 30
December, 2011, for the years 2012 and 2013. The rates of the withhol-
dings have been increased from 19% to 21%).

In addition to that, insurers have Statutory Reporting Requirements
to the Compensation Pool –extraordinary risks– in relation to the sur-
charges which we will explain below.

The forms that the insurance companies are obligated to fill in are
the following (see each form in the Annex of this book).

With respect to Tax Authorities, the principal forms to fill in are:

– Monthly Form 128: (withholdings on the gains when a policy is
partially or totally surrendered or when the policyholder receives «an-
nuities»). The information to be sent by the insurance company is the
following:

– Policyholder name,
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– Residential town,

– NIE/NIF and withholding tax.

This information is enough to prepare both Forms 128 and 188.

– Annual Form 188 (an annual summary of the Form 128): every
year from the 1st to 31st January.

In continuation, please find below an example of the information
which must be sent monthly to the Tax Representative for declaring all
of the taxes and surcharges stated previously.

PolicyholderPolicyholder Name NIF/NIE Tax WithheldResidence Town

John Smith Madrid 00000000T 10,1 Euros

Annuities are a special case. Forms 128 and 188 (withholdings) will
apply but in a different way: depending on if they are temporary or life
annuities and depending on the age of the beneficiary, we could apply
important reductions on the basis of contribution. In relation to the form
189, if these products do not really have the surrender possibility, it will
not apply.

– Annual Form 189 (surrender value of the policies on 31st Decem-
ber). This Form must be filed, from the 1st to 31st of March of the follo-
wing year, with this information included:

– Name and surname of the policyholder, NIE/NIF and residence
town.

– Insurance surrender value on 31st December, of the previous year.

– Annual Form 210. It must be filed between the 1st to 20th of Ja-
nuary of the year following accrual of the income –premiums sold in
Spain– in question. The self-assessment form filed applies exemptions
(in the case of a double taxation agreement) provided for under Spanish
law due to the taxpayer's residence status. For its application, it is neces-
sary to submit a residence certificate. This residence certificate must be
issued by the tax authorities of their country of residence, justifying this
exemption. Said certificate must expressly state that the taxpayer is a
resident within the meaning of the agreement. Residence certificates will
be valid for one year after the date of issue.

– Form 216 (for non residents): must be declared only when a resi-
dent in Spain changes their country of residence and there is a surren-
der.
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The Compensation Pool is a compensation scheme for damages
caused by extraordinary events (severe floods, gales and hailstorms,
earthquakes, etc). It is characteristic of the Spanish system to define the
catastrophic risks that are covered in consideration by the enormous
potential loss that could be generated, but without conditioning the pro-
tection if there are occurrences that affect a great number of insured
people or a wide expanse of territory, nor in the case of substantial
damages that could lead to the event as being described as catastrophic.
It is possible that the event might only affect a sole policyholder, who
would have full rights to being indemnified but which on the other
hand, would not require the public authorities to issue an official decla-
ration that there has been a catastrophe or that there is a catastrophic
area. The coverage is automatic once one of the covered events has occu-
rred. The Compensation Pool forms part of the Ministry of Economy
and is a public entity inspired on the principle of compensation whose
aim is to cover these extraordinary risks. For financing this body, the
Law lays down the surcharge on the Extraordinary Risks Insurance, per-
sonal damage (life and accidents), property (direct material damage)
and loss of profits. With respect to Compensation Pool:

– Form 10. It is always necessary to declare a monthly Form 10, but
information need not be declare on policies with a small percentage of
death risk coverage.

6. SPANISH NON LIFE INSURANCE TAXATION AND SURCHAR-
GES

Non Life Taxation is not as complex as Life Taxation. However, it
is necessary to study above all the Compensation Pool surcharges due
to their casuistic regulations.

With respect to Tax Authorities, the principal forms to fill in are:

– Monthly Form 430 (insurance premiums: 6% of the premium
paid).

– Annual Form 480 (an annual summary of the Form 430): it must
be declared every year from the 1st to 31st January.

– Annual Form 210: the same as that in Life Taxation, vid. previous
page.

With respect to Compensation Pool:
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– Form 10 (Extraordinary risks): to be declared on a monthly basis.
The rates on the insured capital are:

– dwellings and dwelling communities: 0,08 per thousand;

– offices: 0,12 per thousand;

– business, shopping centers, department stores and the rest of sim-
ple risks: 0,18 per thousand;

– industrial risks: 0,21 per thousand;

– motor vehicles: fixed amount according to type of vehicle (for
private cars, 3,50 Euros per vehicle, trucks 17,60 Euros, industrial
vehicles 14,60 Euros);

– civil works: different rates according to type, i.e. from 0,28 per
thousand for motorways, roads and railways, tubes and pipes
1,25 per thousand, bridges 1,03 per thousand, 1,63 per thousand
for non-sport ports.

– Form 11 (Business interruption, monthly):

– dwellings and dwelling communities: 0,05 per thousand;

– Rest of risks: 0,025 per thousand.

– Form 50 (Winding up charge, quaterly): 0,015 per thousand.

Below, obligatory surcharges and the forms are summarized, which
should be used to make declarations to the Compensation Pool for those
branches of coverage defined in article 6 of Administration and Supervi-
sion of Private Insurance Regulation Act.

Branch Name Consorcio surcharge Form

01 ACCIDENTS R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
Liquidating activity 50

02 ILLNESS (Including health Liquidating activity 50
care)

03 LAND VEHICLES (P.B.) (not R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
railways) Liquidating activity 50

04 RAILWAY VEHICLES (P.B.) R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
Liquidating activity 50

05 AIRCRAFT Liquidating activity 50

06 LACUSTRINE, MARITIME Liquidating activity 50
AND RIVER CRAFT
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Branch Name Consorcio surcharge Form

07 MERCHANDISE AND OT- Liquidating activity 50
HER ITEMS BEING TRANS-
PORTED (including luggage)

08 FIRE AND NATURAL ELE- R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
MENTS (P.B.) Liquidating activity 50

09 OTHER DAMAGE TO R.E. Direct damage to persons 10
GOODS (including hail, free- Liquidating activity 50
zing and theft) and Agricultu-
ral Insurance (excluding Com-
bined Agricultural Insurance)
(P.B.)

10 CIVIL LIABILITY ARISING S.O.A. 20
FROM ROAD TRAFFIC Liquidating activity 50

11 CIVIL LIABILITY ARISING Liquidating activity 50
FROM AIR TRAFFIC

12 CIVIL LIABILITY ARISING Liquidating activity 50
FROM THE USE OF LACUS-
TRINE, MARITIME AND RI-
VER CRAFT

13 GENERAL CIVIL LIABILITY Liquidating activity 50

14 CREDIT Liquidating activity 50

15 GUARANTEE COVERAGE Liquidating activity 50

16 DIFFERENT PECUNIARY R.E. Loss of Profits 11
DAMAGES the cause of which Liquidating activity 50
originates from Fire, Theft, Ex-
plosion, Atmospheric Pheno-
mena, Machinery Breakdown

17 LEGAL DEFENCE Liquidating activity 50

18 ASSISTANCE Liquidating activity 50

20 DEATH Liquidating activity 50

7. PENALTIES AND INTEREST TAX. NEW TAX FRAUD PREVEN-
TION ACT

Anyone missing a Spanish tax deadline risks running up penalties
and other additional costs as well as the tax payable. The system is
multi-layered and we have just detailed some of the basics below. In
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essence, the system punishes the late payer with increasing intensity as
time passes and additional charges amount, if the late returns
are not made voluntarily. Below, basic late reporting penalties are sum-
marized:

VOLUNTARY LATE RETURN

within 3 months 5% of due tax

within 3-6 months 10% of due tax

within 6-12 months 15% of due tax

NON-VOLUNTARY LATE RETURN

Enforced surcharge 5% or 10% or 20%

Penalty Minor infraction, 50% of due tax
Serious infraction, 50-100% of due

tax
Very serious infraction, 100-150%

of due tax

Interest Will vary depending on legal spe-
cific circumstances

The minor penalty is normally applied if there has been no effort
on the part of the taxpayer to deliberately conceal income or if the
amount of the tax and penalties is less than 3,000 Euros.

The higher penalties apply when forged documents, false accoun-
ting and outright fraud have been used to under-declare tax. The higher
the proportion of the income fraudulently concealed, the higher the pe-
nalty.

– Additional interest charge for payments more than 1 year late: 5%
(2012).

– Penalties for late reporting where no tax is due: 100 Euros (200
Euros if the Tax Office has prompted the tax payer to make a return).

The new Act 7/2012, 29 October, which came into force in Decem-
ber of last year, combines new measures designed to directly impact on
areas where fraud is commonly most prevalent with other measures
that enhance collection. One of the most ambitious measures consists of
limiting the use of cash for certain transactions. The legislative expe-
rience in other EU countries, such as France and Italy, has been taken
into consideration in this regard. The use of cash will no longer be per-
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mitted for payments equal to or greater than 2,500 Euros in which at
least one business owner or professional is involved. This limit will not
be applicable to payments or deposits made with credit entities.

Anyone found in breach of this limit will face penalties of 25% of
the value of the payment made in cash. Both the payer and the payee
of the payment will be jointly liable for such breaches of the law and
the authorities may bring an action against either party. Should the of-
fence be reported by one of the parties involved in the transaction, the
Spanish Treasury will refrain from applying a penalty to that party if
the offence was voluntarily reported to the Spanish Tax Office.

Furthermore, the new legislation requires all taxpayers to provide
information on any accounts and capital located overseas of which they
are the holders, beneficiaries or authorized users. This includes all forms
of securities, shares or accounts held with financial entities, as well as
capital or life insurance and real estate.

Failure to comply with this new requirement to provide informa-
tion will lead to a system of penalties based on five thousand Euros per
datum or series of data omitted, with a minimum of ten thousand Euros.
Furthermore, income that is uncovered but has not been declared will
be considered in the most recent tax period still applicable by law.

8. REGISTRY OF INSURANCE POLICIES COVERING DEATH RISK

The Registry of Insurance Policies Covering Death Risk (Ministry
of Justice) was introduced in Spain by Act 20/2005. The objective of this
Law is to record insured persons with a policy providing death cove-
rage, including details of each policy and of any deletions or modifica-
tions of relevant data. The purpose of this Registry is to ensure that
beneficiaries can find out about all the policies signed in their favour.
For this reason, the insurance companies must inform this Registry of
any life and accident insurances with death coverage that they have in
Spain. The Registry receives information from insurers on the policies
covering death and makes this accessible to the parties concerned in the
event of the death of the life insured, by means of certificates similar to
the Last Will and testament, also issued by the Registry.

It is mandatory to update the Registry on a weekly basis, even if
the insurance company does not have newly insured people that week.
A sample chart has been included below highlighting the information
required. The insurance company needs an IT system which transforms
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this information into the format required by the Registry (if the non
Spanish company does not have this specific IT system, its Tax Repre-
sentative can probably provide this service. LEGSE Abogados offers this
service to their clients). Once the information is sent, the beneficiaries
will be able to consult this Registry upon the death of the life assured
and see the policies that exist.

a. REPORTING CHART

In the chart included below, there are 7 columns:

1. Type of operation to be carried out:

– Inscripción: newly insured (Registration).

– Modificación: eg, change of the date on which the policy will
end (Rectification).

– Cancelación: eg, the policyholder asks for a total surrender of
the policy (Cancellation).

2. Policy number.

Every insurance policy must have a policy number. In order to
distinguish between individual policies and group policies, as
well as between each insured person within a group policy, in
the last case, additional numbers are added.

If the policy is an individual policy, the policy number is follo-
wed by the number 0.

If it is a group policy, it is necessary to add the number of the
individual certificate of each life insured within the group policy.
Therefore the policy number must be recorded in one of the fo-
llowing manners:

Example 1 – Individual policy: Policy number 3330

Example 2 – Group policy: Policy number 333

Number of the insured is the last number of the following exam-
ple:

– John Smith: 3331

– Pedro Gómez: 3332

3. First name of the life or accident insured.

4. Surname of the life or accident insured.

5. NIF/NIE. All insured persons must have either an NIF (identifi-
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cation number for Spanish people) or an NIE (identification
number for non Spanish residents in Spain). If a non Spanish
person does not have an NIE, they are not legally registered as
a Spanish resident and therefore are not qualified to sign a policy
sold by a company which operates in FoS (Freedom of Services)
in Spain. The tax ID number of the life assured is required:

– For Spanish citizens: the NIF (Número de Identificación Fiscal/
Tax Identification Number) with 8 ciphers + one letter (9 «spa-
ces»).

– For resident foreigners: the NIE (Número de Identidad de Extran-
jero/Foreigner Identification Number) with 1 letter + 7 ciphers
+ 1 letter (9 «spaces»).

6. Beginning date of policy. The date format is yyyymmdd.

7. Ending date of policy. If the policy does not have an end date,
the number 0 should be inserted. The date format is yyyymmdd.

The IT system of the Registry is very sensitive and only accepts
information sent in capital letters.

Without a valid tax ID number (NIF/NIE) it is not possible to
pay taxes (withholdings) or to inform the Registry (about the
life insured). In both cases, the systems (for paying the taxes or
informing the Registry) would refuse the data.

See sample chart below,
Type of Name of Surname of Date of

Policy number NIF/NIE Date of ending
operation life insured life insured beginning

Inscripción C1026179F JOHN SMITH X1111111M 20091002 0

Modificación C1026179F PETER JONES X2222222N 20091002 0

Cancelación C1026099H JAMES SMITH 12345678O 20091013 20091201

b. SOME PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND THEIR ANSWERS

1. «Should all life assured residents in Spain (regardless of whether they
are the policyholder or not) be declared?»

All life assured residents in Spain (regardless of whether they
are the policyholder or not) must be declared.

2. «Do we need to declare beneficiaries?»

The beneficiaries need not be declared.

3. «Do we need to report on policies where a death claim has been made
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against the policy, even if the identity of the beneficiary of the policy
and the policyholder are the same?»

You need to report on policies where a death claim has been
made against the policy, unless the identity of the beneficiary of
the policy and the policyholder are the same.

4. «We do not have to report on a life assured where the policyholder and
beneficiary are the same, but what happens if the life assured is a diffe-
rent person to the policyholder and beneficiary?»

The Law does not make any exception. It only says that if the
policyholder and beneficiary are the same person, it is not neces-
sary to report (article number 4.2 (b) of the Law 20/2005). It
should be taken into account that, according to the Spanish Law,
the life assured must accept to be the Life Assured on policies
where the policyholder and the Life Assured are not the same
person. So, they also were informed of the existence of this po-
licy.

9. DATA PROTECTION ISSUES

Article 25.4 Administration and Supervision of the Private Insu-
rance Act says insurance companies can establish common files contai-
ning personal data for the purposes of claim settlement, compilation of
actuarial statistics to value and select risks and studies on insurance
techniques. The transfer of data to such files will not be subject to the
prior consent of the persons concerned, who must, however, be infor-
med of the possible transfer of their personal data to such common files
for the purposes specified. These notices must explicitly indicate name
of the person or organization responsible in order to enable data subjects
to exercise their rights of access, rectification and cancellation provided
by Law.

Common files may also be established to prevent insurance fraud,
for which the consent of the person concerned will not be necessary.
When their data is entered for the first time, however, data subjects must
be notified of the name of the person or organization in charge of the
file and the manners in which they may exercise their rights of access,
rectification and cancellation.

In any case, processing of health-related data will be subject to the
explicit consent of the person concerned.

The creation of the above files will be subject to prior notification
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to DGSFP specifying the organization responsible for the file and the
type of data contained therein, as well as to the Data Protection Agency.

The data protection legislation that will be applicable to an insu-
rance company which operates in Spain in FoS is its national legislation
because this insurance company does not have permanent establish-
ment in Spain. There might be a problem with the time limit of keeping
records of the data established in the Spanish Anti-Money Laundering
Bill (applicable to life insurance products): the period to keep all docu-
ments related to any life insurance investment operation is 10 years,
according to article 2 and 25 of Act 10/2010, 28 April, Spanish Anti-
Money Laundering Bill. The problem could be if the domestic Data Pro-
tection Act of the insurance company which operates in FoS requires
keeping records for a shorter period. Therefore, if this situation should
arise, it is necessary to check if the domestic Data Protection Act allows
the possibility of extending the time limit of archiving data, in accor-
dance with the requirements of other specific laws (in this case, the Spa-
nish Anti-Money Laundering Bill). In Spain, our Data Protection Act
allows this possibility.

10. PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUNDERING AND TERRORISM FI-
NANCING RELATED TO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES IN FOS
OR WITH BRANCHES IN SPAIN

The following legislation is the framework within which all busi-
nesses under the risk of being an instrument of money laudering or
terrorist financing in Spain:

– Directive 2005/60/CE of the European Parliament and the Coun-
cil, 26 October, on the prevention of the use of the financial system for
money laundering and terrorist financing and Directive 2006/70/EC, 1
August, laying down detailed rules for implementing Directive 2005/
60/EC.

– Spanish Legislation (culminating in Act 10/2010, 28 April, on Pre-
vention of Money Laundering (AML) and Terrorist Financing).

According to this legislation (especially article 2 of Act 10/2010),
life insurance companies authorized to operate in FoS or with branches
in Spain are obligated subjects to Spanish regulations. Obviously, this
means they must implement the measures required by the law in Spain,
in addition to the legal AML requirements of its country. Their main
AML obligations in Spain are:
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– To establish procedures for prevention and appropriate bodies of
internal control and communication in order to know how to pre-
vent and deter operations related to money laundering.

– To train the staff on knowledge of the rules on prevention of
money laundering.

– To define a catalog of suspicious transactions and to detect and
analyze possible suspicious transactions.

– To ensure confidentiality and preservation of documents.

– An authorized representative of the insurance company (a direc-
tor or high positioned manager) must be appointed to manage
and deal with SEPBLAC (Spanish Executive Service of the Com-
mission for the Prevention of Money Laundering and Monetary
Offences) as well as deliver the Monthly Operations Statement or
fill in a negative statement every six months if there are no suspi-
cious operations. This representative must name a Spanish per-
son (this could be a lawyer of LEGSE Abogados) to act on his/
her behalf in Spain filling in these statements and dealing directly
with SEPBLAC.

– To conduct an annual audit, according to the Spanish Law, of the
procedures and internal control bodies and communication by an
outside expert. These audits should be conducted by professional
experts that must show evidence of adequate training and expe-
rience, and be included in the registry kept by the SEPBLAC.

The AML advisory and consulting service of LEGSE Abogados can
help to answer all questions, concerns or solve any problems that may
arise regarding prevention of money laundering in Spain and as well as
advise how to comply fully with the requirements according to AML
Spanish regulations.

Possible penalties

For serious violations, the company could be penalized with an
amount which will go from a minimum of 60,000 Euros up to a maxi-
mum equal to the greater of the following figures:

– 1% of equity capital of the entity

– the economic substance of the transaction, plus 50%

– 150,000 Euros

Directors and managers could be penalized with a minimum of
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3,000 Euros and a maximum of 60,000 Euros including a temporary sus-
pension for a period not exceeding one year.

For very serious violations, the company could be penalized with
an amount which will go from a minimum of 150,000 Euros up to a
maximum equal to the greater of the following figures:

– 5% of the entity own resources

– twice the economic substance of the transaction

– 1.5 million Euros

Revocation of the administrative authorization to operate could be
applied for very serious violations.

Directors and managers could be penalized with an amount bet-
ween 60,000 Euros and 600,000 Euros and penalized with disqualifica-
tion from office for 10 years in the entities subject to this Act.

Spanish Legislation on prevention of money laundering and te-
rrorism financing Scheme

– Act 10/2010, 28 April, on Prevention of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing.

– Resolution of September 10, 2008, the Directorate General of Trea-
sury and Finance, which publishes the agreement of July 14, 2008,
the Commission for the Prevention of Money Laundering and
Monetary Offences, which determine the jurisdictions that set re-
quirements equivalent to those of Spanish legislation to prevent
money laundering.

– EHA/114/2008, Order of January 29, governing the fulfillment of
certain obligations of notaries in the field of prevention of money
laundering.

– EHA/2444/2007, Order of July 31, which develops the Regula-
tions of Act 19/1993, 28 December, on certain measures to pre-
vent money laundering, approved by Royal Decree 925/1995, 9
June, in relation to the external audit report on the procedures
and internal control and communication bodies to prevent.

– EHA/2619/2006, Order of July 28, developing certain obligations
to prevent money laundering by the obligated entities that per-
form activities of currency exchange and international money
transfer.

– EHA/2963/2005, Order of September 20, governing the centrali-
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zed body on Prevention of Money Laundering for the General
Council of Notaries.

– Royal Decree 54/2005, 21 January, amending the Regulations of
Act 19/1993, 28 December, on certain measures to prevent money
laundering, approved by Royal Decree 925/1995, 9 June, and ot-
her standards regulating banking, financing and insurance.

– Act 19/2003, 4 July, on the legal regime of movements of capital
and economic transactions abroad.

– Royal Decree 925/1995, 9 June, which approves the Regulation of
Law 19/1993 on certain measures to prevent money laundering.

– Act 12/2003, 21 May, on measures to blocking the financing of
terrorism.

11. SOME ISSUES ABOUT REGULATORY LAW

a. INSURANCE COMPANIES IN SPAIN, WITH LEGAL HEAD OFFICE IN
OTHER EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA MEMBER STATES (EEA COM-
PANIES)

Insurance companies whose head office is in an EEA Member State
other than Spain and which have obtained authorisation to operate in
their Home Member State, may go about their business in Spain under
the regime of right of establishment or under the regime of the freedom
to provide services, in compliance with provisions established in the
general interests and provisions regulating and supervising insurance
companies and particularly those protecting the policyholder, as shall
be applicable. They must present all documentation proving compliance
in Spain with all applicable Spanish provisions to the Ministry of Eco-
nomy within the same terms as Spanish insurance entities (article 78.2
of the Administration and Supervision of the Private Insurance Act).

If the Bureau of Insurance (DGSFP) should find that any of the
insurance companies referred to in the previous paragraph fail to
comply with applicable Spanish provisions, a request will be made for
them to make the appropriate changes in order to ensure due com-
pliance. Failure to do so will result in DGSFP informing the supervisory
authority of the Home Member State to check that all steps are taken to
ensure that the insurance entity terminates the irregular situation.

Insurance Transfers

According to article 79 of the TRLOSSP, when Spain is the Member
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State of the commitment or location of risk, the Ministry of Economy
must approve any transfer of insurance contract portfolios from one
insurance entity legally residing in another EEA Member State. Equally,
the Ministry of Economy must also be consulted when the transferor is
a branch established in Spain of an insurance entity with their legal
head office in a different EEA Member State. Finally, when the transferee
is a Spanish insurance entity, the Ministry must certify that the transfe-
ree has sufficient solvency.

The Ministry of Economy must state its criterion within three
months upon receiving the application for conformity, request for opi-
nion or certification submitted by the Home Member State of the trans-
feror insurance entity. If the term has expired and no ruling has been
issued in this respect, conformity will be considered approved, the re-
quested opinion positive and the certification issued.

When the Home Member State of the transferor authorises the
transfer, the Ministry of Economy must make public the transfer if Spain
is the Member State of the commitment or risk location.

Intervention measures

When the supervisory authority of an insurance entity domiciled
in an EEA Member State other than Spain, operating therein under the
regime of the right of establishment or the regime of the freedom of
services, revokes administrative authorisation, DGSFP will prohibit this
insurance entity from contracting new insurance under both regimes. In
this case, and with a view to safeguarding the interests of the insured
parties, DGSFP may, in collaboration with the mentioned authority, take
all special control measures considered necessary (Art. 80.1 TRLOSSP).

Insurance entities domiciled in another EEA Member State which
operate in Spain under the regime of the right of establishment or the
regime of the freedom to provide services are subject to the penalising
power of the Ministry of Economy.

If an insurance entity domiciled in a different Member State has
been subjected to a special control measure taken by the supervisory
authority of said Member State, pertaining to prohibition of operations,
DGSFP should request that the same step be taken with regards to the
assets of the insurance entity situated in Spain, specifying those which
must be concerned by it.

With respect to an insurance entity with head office in an EEA
Member State other than Spain, including its branches in Spain or in
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other EEA Member States, liquidation or controlled administration pro-
ceedings should be brought, this means that proceedings will have the
same effect in Spain as in the EEA Member State in which the measure
was adopted or proceedings brought.

DGSFP may ask the Supervisory Authorities of other EEA Member
States for information on the situation and development of liquidation
proceedings involving entities subject to the supervision of said authori-
ties.

How to operate in Freedom of Services in Spain

First of all, it should be taken into account that foreign insurers
which start to operate in Spain under freedom of services can only carry
out their business when they have appointed a tax representative for
Spain and received notification stating that their Insurance Authorities
have communicated to the Spanish Insurance Authorities the aim of the
insurer to operate in Spain under FoS basis.

According to article 85 of the Administration and Supervision of
the Private Insurance Act, the Insurance Authorities from the European
State of residence of an insurance entity located within the European
Economic Area must communicate to the Spanish Regulator the aim of
the insurer to operate in Spain, jointly with the information requested
by the Spanish Authorities (e.g. summary of the types of insurance to
be sold, name of the fiscal representative, etc).

The term depends on what the Law of the insurance company na-
tionality states. For example, in Spain, in the case that a Spanish insurer
wants to operate in another member state in the EEA, this must be com-
municate by the Spanish Insurance Authorities to the Authorities of this
member state in a period no longer than one month.

On a different matter, the insurance company must have a NIF in
Spain. It is a number given by the Tax Authorities for tax purposes. In
the case that the insurance company does not have one, its tax represen-
tative in Spain can acquire one for them. The process is very simple.
The following documentation is necessary:

– Certificate of acknowledgement (written up by a Notary), giving
credit of the existence of the insurance company in other country.
This certification must be duly stamped with the Hague Aposti-
lle. A sworn translation of the certification is required if it is not
in Spanish.
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– Power of attorney which must authorize a person in asking the
Spanish Tax Authorities for an insurance company NIF.

With these documents it is possible to fill in a 036 Form and to
request the NIF from the Spanish Tax Authorities.

How to establish a branch in Spain

Required deposits

On the assumption that minimum capital requirements are determi-
ned by the home jurisdiction, there are no requirements to maintain any
nominal capital or deposits in the branch country when it is an EEA
insurance company.

Statutory Reporting Requirements

Branches of foreign companies (non EEA countries) have to submit
accounts in respect to their business in the host country. Within the EEA,
this does not apply to branches of insurance companies having their
head office in an EEA Member country. Insurance companies having
their head office within the EEA have to submit to the Supervisory Bu-
reau of their home country a report on their insurance business written
in another EU Member country but not to the local Supervisory Bureau
(in this case, Spain) on a regular basis. It is unlikely that submissions
will be required on an irregular basis but the Spanish Insurance Authori-
ties can require submissions in limited circumstances.

Staffing levels

There is no minimum staffing requirement for an EEA insurer ope-
rating from a branch in Spain. However, significant new provisions have
been introduced in the legislation on protection for the users of financial
services in recent years, which means that, on specific occasions, a Client
Attention Service Department will need to be established to deal with
claims/complaints. In the insurance area, for instance, article 62.2 of the
Administration and Supervision of the Private Insurance Act stipulates
that the protection provided by public authorities in the field of private
insurance will be governed by the existing legislation on the protection
for users of financial services contained in Act 44/2002, 22 November,
about measures for reforming the financial system and the rules for its imple-
mentation. The procedures for implementing the provisions for protec-
ting the insured contained in the above mentioned Act are laid down
in Real Decree 303/2004, 20 February, and in the Order ECO 734/2004,
11 March, concerning the Client Attention Service Department of Financial
Entities.
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The said Order specifies the procedures for implementing the provi-
sions of article 63 of the Administration and Supervision of the Private
Insurance Act for insurers that require financial institutions and services
to create Client Attention Service Department and envisage the possibi-
lity of appointing a Client's Ombudsman. The purpose of all said devi-
ces is to respond to and settle any complaints that may be lodged by
the users of financial services in the defense of their interests and legally
acknowledged rights.

Consequently, the branches in Spain (not the companies who opera-
tes in FoS) are required to create a Client Attention Service Department
for all policyholders. Insurers with registered offices in the European
Economic Area and conducting business in Spain under freedom of ser-
vices are likewise obliged to respond to and settle their Clients' com-
plaints, but they are not required to create Client Attention Service De-
partment in Spain. In any case, the branches could outsource this Client
Service.

Chief Agent/Representative/Reporting Officer/Manager

A branch of an EEA insurer must have a Chief Agent/Representa-
tive/Reporting Officer/Manager but there is no requirement for the
Chief Agent/Representative/Reporting Officer/Manager to be ordina-
rily resident in the branch location. The only condition is that this Repre-
sentative has sufficient powers under Spanish Law to act on behalf of
the entity.

The line between FoS and Branches

The line between FoS and Branches is that for a branch to be esta-
blished there must be a permanent office managed by staff of this insu-
rance company or by an independent person but with sufficient powers
under Spanish Law to act on behalf of the entity (article 83 of the Admi-
nistration and Supervision of the Private Insurance Act). If there is not
this kind of permanent office, they can operate in FoS, through a Tax
Representative. It must be taken into account that a branch must declare
Corporate Income Tax in Spain (a company which operates in FoS does
not).

b. INSURANCE COMPANIES IN SPAIN, WITH LEGAL HEAD OFFICE IN
THIRD PARTY COUNTRIES (NON EEA COMPANIES)

The Ministry of Economy may grant administrative authorization
to insurance companies domiciled in third party countries, which are
not members of the EEA, to establish branches in Spain with a view of
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exercising their insurance business. Such companies must have been
duly authorized, no less than five years earlier in their countries, to
operate in the insurance classes in which they wish to operate in Spain
and must bring a certificate of the supervisory authority of their country,
proving that they comply with its legislation, particularly as concerns
solvency margins.

A general branch must be established with the corporate purpose
limited to the insurance business and with permanent residence in
Spain. This branch must keep the accounts and documentation of the
business to be developed. A provision must also be established and
maintained in the Spanish branch, of no less than the share capital or
minimum mutual provision required (9,015,181.57 Euros in life insu-
rance branches) of Spanish insurance companies; this will be referred to
as the permanent provision of the central head office.

A Representative or Agent must also be appointed, with domicile
and residence in Spain. This representative must obtain prior approval
by DGSFP, which may deny approval or, as applicable, revoke it in com-
pliance with the principle of reciprocity or due to failure to meet the
requirements needed for those holding administrative roles in insurance
companies as demanded by the law.

Once administrative authorization has been granted, the branch
and its Universal Representative will be registered on the administrative
registry of insurance companies.

The branch may go about its insurance business in Spain as long
as its risks are always located and commitments made in Spain (article
88 TRLOSSP).

Insurance Transfers

The transfer of a portfolio in which these branches are involved as
transferors or transferees will only be permitted when the transferee is
a Spanish insurance entity or an insurance entity domiciled in a different
EEA Member State, a branch established in Spain of an insurance entity
domiciled in a different EEA Member State or third party country or,
lastly, a branch established in other EEA Member States of a Spanish
insurance entity or insurance entity domiciled in any of the other Mem-
ber States. In all these cases, transfers of portfolios will be subject to the
provisions of the TRLOSSP and, as applicable, prior to granting admi-
nistrative authorization, will require the certification of the Authority of
the Member State of the transferee, stating that it has, considering the
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transfer, the necessary solvency margin; this certificate must be issued
within three months of receipt of the request made by DGSFP and will
be considered as having compliance issued if, once these terms have
expired, the certificate is not issued. If the transferee is an insurance
entity domiciled, or branch established, in a different EEA Member
State, parties contracting insurance will have the right to terminate insu-
rance contracts affected by the transfer.

Transfers of portfolios will only be admitted to a branch in Spain
of insurance companies domiciled in third party countries when the
transferor is a Spanish insurance entity or a branch established in Spain
of insurance companies domiciled in other EEA Member States or third
party countries. If the transferor is a Spanish insurance entity or a
branch in Spain of insurance companies domiciled in third party coun-
tries, portfolio transfers will be in compliance with the provisions of the
TRLOSSP.

Revoking administrative authorization

Causes for revoking administrative authorization granted to a
branch of an insurance entity domiciled in a non EEA Member State
are the same as the causes of dissolution of a Spanish insurance entity.
Moreover, the government can revoke authorization to these branches
in application of the principle of reciprocity or when extraordinary cir-
cumstances of national interest should so dictate.

The need to safeguard the interests of insured parties, beneficiaries,
damaged parties or other insurance companies is, in any case, respected
in the liquidation affecting branches of foreign companies domiciled in
non EEA Member States whose central head office has been dissolved.

12. RULES ON INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE LAW

According to article 107 of the Insurance Contract Act, Spanish Law
pertaining to insurance contracts shall apply to insurance against dama-
ges (non life insurances) when referring to risks located on Spanish terri-
tory if:

– the policyholder has their main residence in Spain and is a natu-
ral person,

– being a legal entity, with corporate domicile (or administrative or
managerial head office) in Spain,
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– the contract is stipulated in fulfilment of an obligation to be insu-
red required by Spanish law.

In cases where large risks are insured, parties to the insurance con-
tract may choose the applicable law.

Apart from these cases, the law applicable to the insurance contract
covering damages will be determined in compliance with special rules:

– When risks are located on Spanish soil and the policyholder does
not have their main residence, corporate domicile or administra-
tive or managerial head office there, the parties may choose bet-
ween the application of Spanish law or the law of the State in
which the policyholder has said residence, corporate domicile or
effective address.

– If the policyholder is a business person or professional and the
contract covers risks connected with their business in different
European Economic Area States, the parties may choose between
the laws of any of the States in which the risks are located or that
in which the policyholder has their residence, corporate domicile
or administrative or managerial head office.

– When the coverage of risks located on Spanish soil is limited to
losses that may occur in an EEA Member State other than Spain,
the parties may choose the law of that State.

In relation to Life Insurances, article 108.1(a) establishes that if the
policyholder is a Spanish citizen or a person with residence in Spain,
the Spanish Insurance Contract Act must be applied. However, in the
case that policyholders are citizens of the EEA, they can agree with the
insurer to apply the Law corresponding to the policyholder’s nationa-
lity. Therefore, if the policyholder and the insurer agree to apply the
Law of the policyholder’s nationality, the Spanish Insurance Contract
Act must not be applied.

Spanish Law will also apply to collective life insurance contracts
concluded in compliance with or as a result of work subject to Spanish
Law.
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Annex 1

Main tax forms to be completed by life insurance
companies

a) Form 128 «Income or return on investment capital derived from
capitalisation operations and life or disbility insurance
contracts»

b) Form 188 «Income or return on investment capital derived from
capitalisation operations and life or disability insu-
rance contracts. (Annual Summary)»

c) Form 189 «Annual information regarding, securities, insurances
and rents»

d) Form 210 «Non-resident Income Tax»
e) Form 210 «Non-resident Income Tax. Instructions»
f) Form 216 «Non-resident Income Tax»
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Annex 2

Main tax forms to be completed by non life
insurance companies (in addition to Form 210)

a) Form 430 «Insurance Premium Tax»
b) Form 480 «Annual Summary Insurance Premium Tax»
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Annex 3

Some relevant forms required by Spanish anti-
money laundering regulations

a) Form 22 «Proposal to the Representative»
b) Form 22-6 «Communication of Authorized Person»
c) Form 22-7 «Communication of outside expert»
d) Form 19 «Communication of suspicious transactions»
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Information Pertaining to Legse-Fides
Abogados

LEGSE Abogados is a law firm (founded in 1994) recognized for
its expertise which focuses on providing legal services to international
companies. The main areas of practice at this firm are Insurance and
Banking, Corporate and Commercial, Labour Law, White Collar Crime,
Prevention of Money Laundering and Litigation.

In 2004, LEGSE Abogados created FIDES Abogados, (of which
LEGSE owns 95%), to manage tax representation of insurance compa-
nies in FoS. FIDES Abogados is the Tax Representative of twenty nine
European Insurance Companies operating in FoS in Spain providing its
clients with updates on tax compliance requirements, amendments to
relevant legislation and also providing tax and legal information when
required. Another important specialty of LEGSE Abogados in this area
is to review the new product literature (insurances policies wording) to
ensure it complies with Spanish law and regulations. It is remarkable
that the joint invoicing of both firms in subjects related to Insurance
Law places LEGSE-FIDES at one of the first positions in this sector on
the Spanish legal services market. An example, in 2012 they managed
142 new legal proceedings related to life insurance. This signifies that
this firm is the leader of Spain in terms of the number of judicial insu-
rance proceedings handled of this kind.

The firm is still medium sized, which means it can guarantee a close
working relationship between the client and the Head Manager of each
legal area, as well as adding a personal touch to each lawyers' work.
Furthermore, it is a firm that enjoys full independence from any other
organization.

LEGSE Abogados, since its foundation, has put great importance
on training, both that received by lawyers at the Firm, as well as through
courses in which its lawyers participate as lecturers. In relation to the
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latter, and on the subject of Insurance Law, LEGSE has participated for
18 years in various courses organized by ICEA (Investigación Cooperativa
de Entidades Aseguradoras) and in the Centro de Estudios Financieros (CEF).
In addition to the Insurance Law area, they have collaborated with diffe-
rent institutions on courses of other areas of Law: Master of Law, foun-
ded by the University of Rey Juan Carlos and by LEGSE Abogados;
Business Law with the Universidad Pontificia de Comillas, of Madrid
(ICADE) and with the Centro de Estudios Financieros (CEF); Tax Law with
the Cámara Oficial de Comercio e Industria of Madrid.

They are aware that in an increasingly globalized world, a law firm
should offer an international service. For increasing their international
capacity, LEGSE Abogados is a member of the prestigious international
network of independent law firms INTERLEGES, which is represented
in twenty countries. Obviously, the standards to become a member of
this network are very high. LEGSE believes that belonging to this net-
work benefits their clients in different ways:

- INTERLEGES is an international source of information, ideas and
organizational systems, which allows them to improve on the quality of
the legal services provided to their clients.

- Its clients with presence on the international market can benefit
from the defence of their interests with representatives of INTERLEGES
available to them in the principal countries around the world (from an
economical point of view).

- INTERLEGES provides LEGSE with an abundance of international
clients needing legal assistance in Spain. This enhances their internatio-
nal expertise and provides excellent training for their lawyers.
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